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I do NOT support AEP's gigantic increase of our utility rates. I can barely afford to pay my 
bills now. Everything keeps going up and up and up. Are we supposed to have to go back 
to the stone ages and live by candle light? I have already changed all the bulbs in the 
house to LED and my rates are still just as high as they were with regular bulbs. I believe I 
heard the media say the CEO of AEP makes 16 million a year? Isn't that a bit excessive? I 
think it is definitely excessive. I have been a long time customer of AEP and extremally 
disappointed with this proposed gigantic rate increase, and then to have a second 
increase the year after. Please do NOT let them raise the rate so high. Sincerely Melissa J. 
Cohan

Please docket the associated customer comment and/or attached in the 
case number referenced above under "Public Comments". This 
information was received by the Consumer Services Division through 
alternate channels and is being fon/varded to be filed formally. This 
information is not the opinion of Staff and should not be viewed as such.
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***To ensure your response attaches to the appropriate case, please reply cp 
to this email without changing the subject line. Thank you!*** &
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